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**Title:** Philippine American General Insurance Co., Inc. v. Court of Appeals and Felman
Shipping Lines

**Facts:**
On 6 July 1983, Coca-Cola Bottlers Philippines, Inc. loaded 7,500 cases of 1-liter Coca-Cola
soft drink bottles on “MV Asilda,” owned by Felman Shipping Lines (FELMAN), for transport
from Zamboanga  City  to  Cebu City.  The  cargo  was  insured  with  Philippine  American
General Insurance Co., Inc. (PHILAMGEN) under Marine Open Policy No. 100367-PAG. The
vessel sank the next morning, resulting in the total loss of its cargo. Following a denial of a
damage claim by FELMAN, Coca-Cola filed an insurance claim with PHILAMGEN, which
paid P755,250.00. PHILAMGEN, claiming subrogation rights, sued FELMAN for the loss.
The trial court dismissed the case, which was reversed by the Court of Appeals, demanding
a trial. The trial court then ruled in favor of FELMAN, a decision which the Court of Appeals
confirmed,  finding  “MV Asilda”  unseaworthy,  yet  denying  PHILAMGEN’s  claim due  to
implied warranty breaches. PHILAMGEN appealed to the Philippine Supreme Court.

**Issues:**
1. Was “MV Asilda” seaworthy when it left the port of Zamboanga?
2. Should the limited liability under Art. 587 of the Code of Commerce apply?
3. Was PHILAMGEN properly subrogated to the rights of the insured against FELMAN?

**Court’s Decision:**
The Supreme Court granted PHILAMGEN’s petition, ruling:
1. “MV Asilda” was unseaworthy upon departure due to improper cargo loading that made
the vessel top-heavy, contrary to claims of seaworthiness backed by certificates.
2. Article 587 of the Code of Commerce, which allows shipowners to limit liability through
abandonment, does not apply since the loss resulted from the shipowner’s fault, making
FELMAN liable for the cargo loss.
3. PHILAMGEN was properly subrogated to the rights of Coca-Cola Bottlers Philippines, Inc.
against FELMAN, as payment of the insurance claim effectively transferred the insured’s
rights to PHILAMGEN, enabling them to sue for the loss.

**Doctrine:**
The case reiterates that the doctrine of subrogation allows an insurer to “stand in the
shoes” of the insured to recover from third parties responsible for the loss, as laid down in
Art. 2207 of the Civil Code. It also highlights that a ship’s seaworthiness is a crucial factor
in determining liability for cargo loss, and that shipowners cannot limit their liability under
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Art. 587 of the Code of Commerce if the loss is due to their fault.

**Class Notes:**
1. **Seaworthiness:** Critical in maritime law; encompasses the vessel’s condition and its
capability to safely carry the intended cargo under usual conditions.
2. **Subrogation (Art. 2207, Civil Code):** Allows the insurer to pursue recovery from third
parties after compensation to the insured, transferring the insured’s rights to the insurer.
3. **Art. 587, Code of Commerce:** Provides a shipowner the option to abandon the ship
and freight to limit liability, not applicable if the loss is due to the shipowner’s fault.
4. **Proof of Negligence:** In maritime law, proof of seaworthiness shifts the burden of
evidence; unseaworthiness presumed from cargo loss unless otherwise proven.

**Historical Background:**
This case underscores the importance of adherence to maritime safety standards and the
legal  consequences  for  their  violation.  It  highlights  the  evolving  jurisprudence  around
shipowners’  liabilities,  specifically  concerning  seaworthiness  and  the  principles
underpinning insurance in maritime contexts. The decision reaffirms the rights of insurers
to  step  into  the  shoes  of  the  insured,  promoting  fairness  and  ensuring  that  parties
responsible for losses are held accountable.


